




The vision of the Institute is to develop a sophisticated society of 
Malaysians who are conversant and appreciative of the creative world of 
interior design. To this end, the institute conducts various programmes 
throughout the year to educate, promote and foster better ties between 
the public and professional members alike. These include:

Lectures where leading practitioners are invited to share their ideas, 
experiences and visions for the future

Exhibitions highlighting members’ work and other subjects of 
current interest

Workshops, seminars and conferences to provide a platform for 
discourse and discussion

An official design magazine to showcase members’ work plus the 
design world at large

Social media i.e. a website for MIID and a Facebook page

Developing since 1989, an education policy with academic 
programmes geared towards training interior designers for design 
excellence

Providing an advisory role between the Malaysian interior design 
profession and the Fire Services Department (Jabatan Perkhidmatan 
Bomba), statutory/professional bodies e.g. Board of Architects 
Malaysia (Lembaga Akitek Malaysia), etc. via the Architects Act 1967 
of the Laws of Malaysia (Act 117)

Actively engaging with international and regional design bodies 
e.g. International Federation of Interior Architects/Designers (IFI), 
International Design Alliance (IDA), Asia Pacific Space Designers 
Alliance (APSDA), etc. to promote and develop the interior design 
profession
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The Malaysian Institute of Interior Designers 
(MIID) or Pertubuhan Perekabentuk Dalaman 
Malaysia (PPDM) is the national institute 
representing the interior design profession in 
Malaysia. It is an amalgamation of two previous 
bodies namely, the Interior Designers Institute 
of Malaysia (Institut Pereka Dalaman Malaysia 
(IPDM)) and the Malaysian Society of Interior 
Designers (MSID)

ABOUT MIID
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It was indeed a challenge when I was tasked by 
the MIID Council in January 2014 to organise 
this inaugural MIID REKA Awards for Industry 
Excellence (RAFIE) 2014, because it had only 
been four (4) months since we concluded the 
Design Excellence awards for Interior Design 
professionals. My concern was the response that 
MIID would receive from the Industry Players and 
their receptiveness towards MIID-RAFIE 2014. 

At judging time it was heartening to see 
submissions for all three categories of the awards, 
with the Interior Builder’s Category having the 
most submissions.

The Interior Builder’s Category was further 
classified into different types of interiors to ensure 
fairness in judging the work standards delivered. 
The types of interiors were: Office & Institutional, 
Retail & Exhibition, Food & Beverage, Hospitality 
and Residential projects. Overall, the Interior 
Builder’s Category showed that Malaysian Interior 
Builders can deliver work of high standard, however 
complex the designs that are conceptualised by 
the Interior Design professionals.

On the Interior Products Category, it is interesting 
to know that products which had been specified 
regularly over the years by Interior Designers are 
undergoing changes, taking into consideration 
“green” issues and adopting construction 
principles as well as cultural elements into their 
design, function and aesthetics.

The Research and Development Category was 
introduced for the very first time to gauge the 
extent of back room work being undertaken 
before products and ideas are launched into the 
market. Innovative ideas and end products are 

always seen in their materialised form, leaving 
a bulk of their research processes unseen and 
unknown. This category brings forth the awareness 
of such undertakings. The submissions in this 
category showed some interesting angles to look 
at products and their effects on Interior Design.

We would like to thank all Clients and Interior 
Designers whose projects had been submitted for 
MIID-RAFIE 2014 and companies that had taken 
part in this awards programme.

Honouring all the Winners would carry a special 
significance as it coincides with the International 
Federation of Interior Architects / Designers (IFI)’s 
50th Anniversary and the presentation of the 
Awards held in conjunction with the IFI Awards 
Gala Dinner on 2 May 2014.

To all Winners, I wish to say “Congratulations on 
your success!” and to all who submitted, thank 
you for your kind support of MIID.

Happy 50th Anniversary to IFI and congratulations 
to all the award recipients as well on behalf of the 
MIID-RAFIE 2014 Committee. 

Thank you.

Ar. Chris YAp sC
Chairman, MIID REKA Awards for Industry 
Excellence 2014
Chairman, REKA:CREATE Conference 2014
Deputy President, MIID 

CHAIRMAN’S
FOREWORD
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PRESIDENT’S 
MESSAGE

The rebranding of the MIDA for Industry Excellence to 
REKA Awards is in line with MIID’s vision to strengthen 
our brand of REKA and to bring the Awards to a higher 
level of recognition among the Industry. The REKA 
Awards for Industry Excellence will provide a platform 
for builders and manufacturers of the Interior Design 
industry to showcase their ability in terms of the execution 
of projects to realise the visions of the designers or 
the development/introduction of new innovative and 
well designed products that will serve as an important 
resource for designers when specifying interior products 
and finishes for their projects. 

MIID has long recognised the importance of the industry 
in playing its role in assisting Interior Designers to realise 
their project potentials as such the REKA Awards will 
encourage the industry to move forward to build better 
interiors or provide for interior designers the necessary 
products & tools to be used in the creation of better 
designed interior environments. This year’s inaugural 
REKA Awards for Industry Excellence sees a overwhelming 
support and participation from the industry with all 
categories of the awards being participated. The level 
of innovation in products as well as best practices in the 
execution of projects is very well reflected by the entries 
received. With such strong interest from the industry, here 
at MIID, we are confident that these awards will certainly 
serve as an important catalyst in spurring the industry 
further to greater excellence.

rONNiE s B ChOONG
President (2012-2014)
Malaysian Institute of Interior Designers (MIID)

The rebranding 
of the MIDA for 
Industry Excellence 
to REKA Awards is in 
line with MIID’s vision 
to strengthen our 
brand of REKA and 
to bring the Awards 
to a higher level of 
recognition among 
the Industry.
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THE PREMIER INTERIOR DESIGN 
AWARDS EVENT OF MALAYSIA
Since the 1990s, both IPDM and MSID have been actively pursuing excellence 
in Interior Design and bestowing honours on deserving members of the 
fraternity via their respective Malaysian Interior Design Awards (MIDA)

Up until 2012, MIID had carried on this task in search of design excellence under the MIDA banner which 
to say the least, had been highly successful. 

From 2013 onwards, MIID took pride in announcing the inaugural MIID REKA Awards, taking over from 
MIDA. This is in keeping with a rebranding exercise within MIID. Under the “REKA” name, a series of 
Seminars, Conferences and other activities are being organised to propel and elevate the standards of 
Interior Design in Malaysia, consequently creating an identity in sync with the aspirations of the profession 
and members themselves.

In 2014, and for the very first time in REKA Awards history, the inaugural MIID-REKA Awards for Industry 
Excellence (RAFIE) is being held for the stakeholders of the Interior Design Industry.

MIID-RAFIE 2014 features 3 major 
categories of awards, namely: 

1. Interior Builders Category, with the following 
types of Interiors: 
•  Office and Residential 
•  Retail and Exhibition 
•  Food and Beverage 
•  Hospitality 
•  Residential 

2. Interior Products Category
3. Research & Development (R&D) Category

It is open to Malaysian registered 
companies that:

• Construct interior works

• Manufacture, supply or design interior 
products

• Provide interior works services

• Conduct innovative research towards the 
betterment of Interior Design

MIID would like to thank all participants of this year’s MIID-RAFIE 2014 and look forward to your continued 
support in the future towards the betterment of Interior Design.

MiiD-rAFiE 2014 COMMiTTEE

INDUSTRY
EXCELLENCE
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Ar. VON KOK LEONG
Chairman, Green Building Index Accreditation Panel
Past President, Malaysian Green Building Confederation 
(MGBC)

Ar. Von is a very dynamic and active propounder of green values and its 
application in the building industry. Founder President of MGBC, he is 
involved actively in many Green Rating Tools currently available and is 
now championing the Green Interiors Rating Tool between MGBC and 
MIID, which will be launched soon.

Mr. rONNiE sB ChOONG
President, Malaysian Institute of Interior Designers (MIID)
(Pertubuhan Perekabentuk Dalaman Malaysia)

Mr. Ronnie Choong is the current President of MIID and has been a judge 
in many interior design competitions in Malaysia and at Asean levels. A 
past board member of the International Federation of Interior Architects/
Designers (IFI) and a partner of S.I Design Sdn. Bhd., he is well travelled 
and exposed in the interior design field, not to mention multiple award 
winner.

DATO’ ViNCENT LiM
President, C.I.S Network Sdn Bhd

A successful businessman who’s forte is in organising building trade 
exhibitions, Dato’ Vincent Lim had always been very supportive of MIID 
and its predecessor, IPDM. His experienced eyes for building materials 
branding and the suppliers’ potential, qualifies him to be a very suitable 
panel jury member in this Industry Excellence Awards 2014.

Ar. Chris YAp sC
B.Arch (Hons) UNSW, FPAM, FMIID, MMGBC, RDI
Chairman, MIID REKA Awards for Industry Excellence 2014
Chairman, REKA:CREATE Conference 2014 
Deputy President, MIID (2012 – 2014)

CONVENER

THE JURY
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JURY MEMBERS’ COMMENTS ON 
MIID REKA AWARDS FOR INDUSTRY 
EXCELLENCE (RAFIE) 2014

I was pleasantly surprised to see the number of entries 
submitted for the MIID-REKA Awards for Industry Excellence 
and the support the Industry Players have towards MIID and 
Interior Design.

To have various categories in the Interior Builder’s Category is 
a good idea as it provides segregation of the various types of 
construction works and makes the judging more balanced as 
we are then comparing spaces with almost similar intentions. 
The standard of our Interior Builders, I am pleased to see are 
notably high.

The Interior Products Category unveiled much potential 
which can be developed through more attention and 
categorisation such as that being done for the Interior 
Builder’s Category. The entries in this category showed that 
much thought had been given to the products we take for 
granted and it is assuring to know that Malaysian companies 
are right at the forefront in their own chosen domains.

The Research and Development Category not surprisingly, 
seems to be lead by the larger and more established 
companies. Their concern in bringing forth products and 
introducing them to the market only after going through the 
R&D process is very reassuring to the end users.

DATO’ ViNCENT LiM
President, C.I.S Network Sdn Bhd
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Being the inaugural REKA Awards for Industry Excellence, 
it is encouraging to receive submissions for all 3 categories. 
The overall standard of the submissions are high, particularly 
for the Interior Builders and Interior Product Categories, 
making judging a tough but pleasantly rewarding affair. 

The submissions gave a good overview of the current 
state of the Interior Design industry, in particular, the 
Interior Builders’ Category. This category was impressive 
as there were interesting compositions of the interior 
spaces, entailing a high degree of complexity in terms 
of construction and coordination, not forgetting skillful 
project management as well.

The Interior Products’ Category could have seen 
more interesting submissions had there been wider 
participation as it did not seem to reflect the range and 
types of products actually available in the market.

In the Research and Development Category, it was 
encouraging to see effort being put in by companies 
to seriously arrive at interior products that push the 
envelope of possibilities and most notably, being green 
at the same time. 

Mr. rONNiE sB ChOONG
President, Malaysian Institute of Interior Designers (MIID)
Pertubuhan Perekabentuk Dalaman Malaysia

Ar. VON KOK LEONG
Chairman, Green Building Index Accreditation Panel
Past President, Malaysian Green Building Confederation (MGBC)
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INTERIOR BUILDERS
OFFICE & INSTITuTIONAl

prOJECT 
YOuNG CHEFS ACADEMY, KuAlA luMPuR

COMpANY
THE ROOF STuDIO

prOJECT DEsCripTiON
Young Chefs Academy is a cooking school for kids 
engaged in teaching thousand of children across the 
world. Newly opened in Malaysia, it combines two shop 
lots with a built up area of around 3,600sq ft. It consists of 
a Reception, Waiting area, Office, Class room, Conference 
area and a Play area.

Colourful paints and objects were used to draw creativity 
from the children, and encourage them towards cooking 
as a creative world, full of things to be discovered. The 
theme for the Interior was – “Real Cooking, Real Fun” 

JUrY CiTATiON
A school for the young meant to inspire and convey a sense 
of fun in learning, put together with skillful workmanship 
give the whole place a cohesive constructed look bring 
forth clearly the design concept.

GOLD
AWArD
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siLVEr
AWArDprOJECT 

BRITISH INTERNATIONAl SCHOOl, PETAlING JAYA

COMpANY
ISG ASIA (MAlAYSIA) SDN BHD

prOJECT DEsCripTiON
A project which consists of dedicated areas such as 
an auditorium, school canteen and a soccer field 
amongst others.

Detailed construction attention given to these areas 
include rain noise minimisation via rain impact and 
acoustic treatment as well as specialist lightings for 
the auditorium.

The modern contemporary canteen, which is the 
centre piece of the school, had specialist input in the 

food preparation areas and has been a successful 
delivery in terms of construction.

The soccer field installed with synthetic turf allows for 
safety and injury risk reduction during contact sports, 
with Beijing Olympics inspired roofing material which 
while being translucent to let in natural light, permits 
activities to be conducted under any weather 
conditions.

INTERIOR BUILDERS
OFFICE & INSTITuTIONAl
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INTERIOR BUILDERS
OFFICE & INSTITuTIONAl

prOJECT 
MENARA PNB (MAIN lOBBY AND lIFT lOBBY), KuAlA luMPuR

COMpANY
CANGGIH KIlAT SDN BHD

prOJECT DEsCripTiON
An upgrading construction work involving a mix of granite, stainless 
steel, and illuminated glass. The challenges this project overcame were 
the critical timeline and minimisation of disruption to the occupants 
of the building as work carried on while the building was continuously 
occupied. Disciplined sequencing of works was the main key to this 
successful work delivery.
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INTERIOR BUILDERS
OFFICE & INSTITuTIONAl

prOJECT 
ARTE AXIS DESIGN GROuP OFFICE

COMpANY
ARTE AXIS INTERIOR SDN BHD

prOJECT DEsCripTiON
The office was design and constructed accordingly for a multi-
disciplinary architecture, interior design and construction 
services company, which delivers fit out, construction and a 
range of specialist services, including Green Building Index 
facilitations.
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INTERIOR BUILDERS
RETAIl & EXHIBITION

prOJECT 
lOuIS VuITTON KuAlA luMPuR

COMpANY
ISG ASIA (MAlAYSIA) SDN BHD

JUrY CiTATiON
The demand for high quality workmanship 
where world reknowned brands are 
concerned need no further explanation. In 
this project, the Interior Builder delivered 
the works in an excellent manner to the 
appreciation of the Client.

prOJECT DEsCripTiON
The flagship store of an international well known prestige 
brand that had to increase it footprint from 6,000 sq ft to 
15,000 sq ft. With coordination and timely delivery being a 
priority, works were carried out in stages as the premises had 
to carry on business as usual throughout the construction.

The level differences in flooring, mixed use of teakwood timber, 
onyx marble and light stalactite as finishes were challenges 
in themselves during the construction and delivery stages. 
Due to its close proximity to other adjacent retail and hotel 
operations, close coordination was essential with the building 
owners, especially during construction of the façade.

The justification for a well executed and delivered project is 
due recognition and acknowledgement by the Client, of which 
was duly received. 

GOLD
AWArD
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prOJECT
C.BA & MERITuS PElANGI,
lANGKAwI, KEDAH

COMpANY
CAN. I INTERIOR FIT-OuT SDN BHD

JUrY CiTATiON
An interesting project which shows expertise 
in its construction works. The reuse of 
components contributes to the green 
aspects of the works and the end result is 
a superb looking tropical place befitting its 
location in the resort island of Langkawi.

prOJECT DEsCripTiON
The challenges in doing this project were the unseen factors 
such as the dilapidated condition of the existing site from 
which the new works had to be erected.

Precise coordination of works as well as sensitivity to the 
guests’ privacy were the other areas which had to be given 
attention in the implementation of the project.

The highlight of our involvement was the reuse of recycled 
building components such as window panels and precious 
Merbau and Balau timber which played a part in beautifying 
the new interiors.

GOLD
AWArD

INTERIOR BUILDERS
FOOD & BEVERAGE
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INTERIOR BUILDERS
FOOD & BEVERAGE

prOJECT
SEPANG GOlDCOAST RESORT & SPA, SEPANG, SElANGOR
(All DAY DINING & ‘HAI SANG lOu’ CHINESE RESTAuRANTS AT CluB HOuSE)

COMpANY
NINO (M) SDN BHD

prOJECT DEsCripTiON
An extensive mix and match of materials was used in 
the project as these were materials synonymous with 
tropical interiors and were the best to bring forth the 
ambience whilst at the same time being durable in 
terms of wear and tear under extreme usage.

The upgrading, integration and reuse of the Mechanical 
and Electrical systems and kitchen equipment in line 
with these renovation works proved to be a challenge 
as the schedule was tight and the proximity of the site 
to the guests was close.

Being designed as an open and airy space, it was 
with a great degree of difficulty that the ceiling and 

siLVEr
AWArD

high vertical elements were anchored on site. Those 
were necessary to convey the sense of airiness and 
openness, bring the exteriors into the interiors and 
vice-versa.

As the floor slab of the All Day Dining restaurant was 
on stilts over sea water with changing tides, a safe and 
coordinated works execution had to be in place. The 
different materials used for the ‘Hai Sang Lou’ Chinese 
restaurant such as recycled timber flooring fabric and 
segmented kicked up gold painted plaster ceiling 
complemented the large expansive of view of the 
surroundings and were constructed as the resort was 
in full operation mode.
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INTERIOR BUILDERS
FOOD & BEVERAGE

prOJECT 
10 BINJAI, PNB RETAIl CENTRE, KuAlA luMPuR

COMpANY
CANGGIH KIlAT SDN BHD

prOJECT DEsCripTiON
The challenge was to build a space which could give a multi-faceted dining 
experience via the realisation of its design.

Colourful glass mosaics and changing light colours filled the internal spaces to 
create the intended ambience. Also constructed were timber framed sliding 
glass doors and timber floors for diners, with barbecue and smoking areas as 
well as a landscape with water features.
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prOJECT 
MOSAIC @ MANDARIN ORIENTAl, 
KuAlA luMPuR 

COMpANY
CAN. I INTERIOR FIT-OuT SDN BHD

JUrY CiTATiON
A highly complicated and demanding interior 
work successfully put together by the Interior 
Builder to reflect the high end expectations of 
the Client.

prOJECT DEsCripTiON
A Peranakan themed interior lined with curved Rosewood 
walls lined with pewter trimmings, where the ceilings are 
constructed with brass boxes accommodating the lightings 
all held together to create a dramatic backdrop to the 
space. Pewter lightings suspended from a walnut timber 
weaved ceiling, together with columns with ceramic glaze 
tiles in floral and localised Malaysian motifs further add to 
the complexity of the construction at hand.

With a high budget allocation, a high standard of delivery 
was to be expected and that was delivered successfully. 

GOLD
AWArD

INTERIOR BUILDERS
HOSPITAlITY
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prOJECT
SEPANG GOlDCOAST RESORT & SPA, SEPANG, SElANGOR
(MAIN lOBBY RECEPTION & ADJOINING COFFEE lOuNGE)

COMpANY
NINO (M) SDN BHD

prOJECT DEsCripTiON
The large area of unenclosed space and its high 
volume made the construction works challenging to 
start with. This was complicated by the fact that the 
access to the bottom of the reinforced concrete floor 
slab for installation of services was through the use 
of scaffoldings erected over the sea water and was 
subject to the rising and receding tides.

Stucco off white finishes contrasted with natural 
stained teak timber louvers and granite tiles were 
used within the space to create an airy high loafted 
feel, reminiscent of colonial Tropical taste and feel in 
the Reception Lobby. There was also a tiered fountain 

siLVEr
AWArD

which was located at the centre of the high volume 
space adding to the difficulty of operational logistics.

Adjacent to the Main Lobby, an intimate and smart 
looking Coffee Lounge with large floral printed 
lampshades was constructed to complement and 
enhance the reception area and as a facility for guests. 
The use of gold painted line pattern for the backwall, 
contrasted with maroon paint and dark timber stains 
of the posts, matches with the furniture pieces and 
conveyed a sense of cohesiveness achieved through 
progressive construction works.

INTERIOR BUILDERS
HOSPITAlITY
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prOJECT 
DARBY PARK (lOBBY & lOuNGE), KuAlA luMPuR

COMpANY
CANGGIH KIlAT SDN BHD

prOJECT DEsCripTiON
A challenging project as the works had to be carried out in sections while the lobby 
still functioned as a Guest Reception. Various materials such as granite, glass, timber 
and plaster ceiling were used in the construction which involved the relocation of a 
coffee house to create a more spacious area within.

INTERIOR BUILDERS
HOSPITAlITY
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prOJECT
RENAISSANCE HOTEl, JOHOR BAHRu

COMpANY
SYARIKAT lIAN PING ENTERPRISE SDN BHD

prOJECT DEsCripTiON
The areas involved in the interior fit out works include the Main Lobby (Grand Entrance), 
the R-Bar Lounge and the Coffee House for International Dining and Contemporary 
Chinese Restaurant.

As the individual areas to be worked on are diverse in have their own uniqueness, the 
challenging aspects of the projects were the logistics of construction and allocation of 
manpower.

From marble and granite flooring at the high ceilinged lobby, the veneer cladded timber 
ceiling and crafted wood panel of the R-Bar at the lounge to the intricate assembly of 
the show kitchen, this project demanded detailed attention to match with work skills in 
order to deliver an attractive interior befitting the status of the hotel.

INTERIOR BUILDERS
HOSPITAlITY
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GOLD
AWArD

prOJECT
OCEANIquE luXuRY APARTMENTS @ THE CuT GOlF COuRSE, PERTH, AuSTRAlIA

COMpANY
SYARIKAT lIAN PING ENTERPRISE SDN BHD

prOJECT DEsCripTiON
Executing a high end project overseas requires excellence in logistics and manpower 
planning, not to mention production capabilities.

In this project, whereby the works involved supply and installation of all the built-ins which 
integrated Quartz Stone, colour tempered glass, vinyl wrap door panels, together with the 
latest high-tech iron-mongery and accessories, the elegant delivery demanded the best of 
the best as our nation’s capabilities were at stake to be judged. 

JUrY CiTATiON
An exemplary project overseas successfully delivered by a Malaysian company, with superior 
workmanship. Something to be proud of.

INTERIOR BUILDERS
RESIDENTIAl
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prOJECT 
SuNwAY VIVAlDI, KuAlA luMPuR

COMpANY
THE ROOF STuDIO

prOJECT DEsCripTiON
This luxurious duplex condominium at Mont’ Kiara is designed as an elegant holiday home 
from which owners are transported into another space and time. The use of materials, forms, 
colors, soft furnishing and lighting, is described as timeless and fully achieved a sophisticated 
ambience and contemporary expression within a luxurious setting. The use of reflective 
materials and luxurious furnishing achieve a glamorous touch. Form colours to textures and 
details, everything is meticulously applied to reach the desired subtle-luxe effect. Upstairs, 
the master bedroom is done up in comforting chic palettes of soothing white, dove grey and 
mysterious black with a highlight of textured wallpaper on the bedhead to bring a glamourous 
and exquisite hotel-like feel to the room. 

INTERIOR BUILDERS
RESIDENTIAl
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INTERIOR PRODUCTS

prODUCT NAME 
ECO-FRIENDlY wHITE OAK ENGINEERED TIMBER FlOORING

COMpANY
ME INDuSTRIES SDN BHD

prODUCT DEsCripTiON
A Green Building Index and LEED compliant material, the flooring material is 
aesthetically pleasing and long-lasting in terms of natural beauty and durability. It is 
a stable material, with dimensional excellence, able to withstand dents and impacts. 

JUrY CiTATiON
A flexible product which opens the eyes to the many unconventional ways of laying 
and usage.

GOLD
AWArD
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INTERIOR PRODUCTS

siLVEr
AWArD

prODUCT NAME 
I-BEAM

COMpANY
ARTMATRIX TECHNOlOGY SDN BHD

prODUCT DEsCripTiON
A product that drew its inspiration from the 
design flow of steel reinforced bars and beams. 
It resonates the robust strong thick lines of 
the steel structures evident in factories and 
warehouses today.
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INTERIOR PRODUCTS

prODUCT NAME
AXMINSTER CARPET

COMpANY
uNITED CARPET SDN BHD

prODUCT DEsCripTiON
A product spun out from the influence of a 
Malaysian batik fabric. A bespoke product 
was used to create a layered effect to 
accommodate the design brief. The end 
result is an electrifying floor of various visual 
textures, reminiscent of the Malaysian batik 
design in a modern setting.
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INTERIOR PRODUCTS

prODUCT NAME 
DuluX lIGHT AND SPACE INTERIOR wAll PAINT

COMpANY
AKZO NOBEl PAINTS (MAlAYSIA) SDN BHD

prODUCT DEsCripTiON
A premium quality paint that provides a highly durable and washable 
emulsion soft sheen finish surface. Utilising Lumitec technology, painted 
surfaces are able to reflect up to twice as much light within a space, 
providing a potential saving of up to 20% in lighting energy.
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RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

r&D sTUDY
AKZONOBEl COlOuR FuTuRES - DESIGNS OF A DECADE

COMpANY
AKZO NOBEl PAINTS (MAlAYSIA) SDN BHD

DEsCripTiON
Colour Futures is an annual initiative that showcases the results of ongoing 
international colour trend research, developed by Akzonobel’s Aesthetic Centre 
(AAC) since 2004. It provides insights on global styles, design trends and 
influences which are translated into colour palettes.

JUrY CiTATiON
An interesting topic and subject of research that is attempting to convert the 
intangible into a realistic product. Interesting by all accounts.

GOLD
AWArD
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RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

r&D sTUDY
OXIDESK

COMpANY
MARKANT (MAlAYSIA) SDN BHD

DEsCripTiON
A research into a product developed as a flexible workstation, where work and 
exercise go hand in hand, guided by the philosophy of productivity, healthy 
organs, fitter body and alternation work.
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